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How episodic memories decay is an unresolved question in cognitive neuroscience. The role
of short-term mechanisms regarding the decay of episodic memories is circumscribed to set
the maximum recall from which a monotonic decay occurs. However, this sequential view
from the short to the long-term is not compulsory, as short-term dependent memory gains
(like recency effects when memorizing a list of elements; serial-position effects) may not be
translated into long-term memory differences. Moreover, producing memorable events in
the laboratory faces important challenges, such as recreating realistic conditions with
elevated recall, or avoiding spontaneous retrievals during memory retention (sociocultural
hooks). Here we propose the use of magic to enhance the study of memory. We designed a
sequence of magic tricks performed live on stage to evaluate the interaction between
memory decay and serial-position effects of those tricks. The audience was asked to freely
recall the tricks at four different timepoints: just after the show, 10 days, 1.5 months and
4.5 months. We discovered serial-position differences after the show that were no longer
present later on, suggesting that short-term memory gains do not translate into the longterm. Illustrating the power of naturalistic stimuli to study long-term memory while
interrogating the interaction between short-term and long-term mechanisms, this work is,
to our knowledge, the first scientific study of the memorability of magic tricks.
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Introduction
The study of episodic memory is challenging when aiming for naturalistic conditions (Chow &
Rissman, 2017; Plancher & Piolino, 2017) for different reasons. The fact that episodic
memories are formed after a single exposure constitute a critical inconvenience in terms of
sample size (Davachi & DuBrow, 2015). Besides, increasing the complexity of naturalistic
stimulus complicates memory evaluation: while simple stimuli are easily testable, complex
ones are more susceptible to subject variability. The complexity of the stimulus is related to
its emotional relevance; it should be high enough to have detailed memory recall long time
after but avoiding stressful or traumatic experiences (Gold et al., 2001; McGaugh &
Roozendaal, 2002; Hirst et al., 2009). Finally, memory consolidation is critically affected by
how frequently a memory is retrieved (Sara, 2000; Hardt et al., 2009; Alberini, 2011). Episodic
memories can be easily spontaneously retrieved in our daily basis due to their multiple
sociocultural associations with our environment (sociocultural hooks). In each of these
spontaneous retrievals, the memory can be contaminated, so finding naturalistic events with
minimal conscious retrieval is key. Therefore, the ideal stimulus to study episodic memory
formation would be a complex one, easily testable, with elevated recall in the long-term, and
minimal spontaneous retrieval.
Figure 1: Magic tricks as
stimuli to study episodic
memory. Comparison of
magic tricks with other
stimuli to study episodic
memory: they have the
closer theoretical spatial
distance towards the ideal
stimulus:
maximal
ecological validity and
long-term recall and
minimal
sociocultural
hooks.

Magic tricks fulfill most of the requirements previously exposed to study episodic memory. In
Fig. 1, we provide a schematic view of the relevant aspects we think distinguish magic from
other stimuli. Magic tricks have been used in neuroscience to explore attention (Kuhn &
Teszka, 2015); perception (Ekroll et al., 2017) or decision-making (Shalom et al., 2013; Olson
et al., 2015) but they have never been used experimentally to study memory processes.
Magicians are aware of the relevance of memory processes for creating their tricks. Juan
Tamariz, a renowned Spanish magician pioneer in the role of memories in magic tricks wrote:
“The magician has to know how to cause gaps in the memory of the spectators to make them
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forget what we want for the magic effect, or make them believe they remember things that
did not really exist...” (Tamariz, 1988). The intuition of Tamariz that magic tricks interact with
all sorts of memory processes of the audience has just been recently supported by theoretical
neuroscience (Macknik et al., 2008; Quian Quiroga, 2016; Bestue, 2019; Camí et al., 2020).
Magic effects are relatively untapped tools to evaluate several cognitive processes, including
those that involve episodic memory (Camí et al., 2020). Little is known about memory decay
of magic tricks -which parts or details are best remembered- or the relevance of serialposition effects. These phenomena are of high interest both for neuroscience and magic. The
serial-position effects were described for the first time by Hermann Ebbinghaus (Ebbinghaus,
1913) and they state that the memory recall of an element varies as a function of its position
inside the sequence. In the context of episodic memory, primacy effects (the first ones have
higher recall) have been reported in TV ads (Terry, 2005; Li, 2009) while recency effects (the
last ones have higher recall) have been described in chronological memories (Roediger &
Crowder, 1976) and parking locations (da Costa Pinto & Baddeley, 1991). However, rates of
recall are really low in the long-term, so studying how serial-position effects will affect pure
episodic memories in the long-term is challenging. Indeed, many magicians have elaborated
their own theories about how to structure magic shows, but these magician’s theories have
never been tested experimentally. Studying how the position of a magic trick inside the show
affects recall can be beneficial both for neuroscience and magic. Here, apart from studying
memory decay of magic tricks and its saliences, we particularly checked if any serial-position
effect was observed in magic tricks at different times, from just after the show up to 4.5
months.

Methods
A professional magician (one of the authors, MAG) performed a real magic show of
approximately 45 minutes that consisted of eight different magic tricks (trick#1 - trick#8,
Supplementary material) in front of three groups of participants (n=118, 61 female, and
average age of 40.6, std=15.7). We define a trick as an illusory feat containing a single or
multiple moments of apparent impossibility under a common plot motif. To preserve the
ecological relevance of the experiment and avoid the Hawthorne effect (Mayo, 1933), we did
not study each trick in isolation, as we would in a laboratory setting, but as part of a
conventional magic show performed live in front of the audience. The show included both
coins and card tricks which differed in complexity. They all belong to the professional
repertoire of the magician, usually performed in front of lay people. Each group witnessed all
eight tricks and had no interaction with the other groups. The whole experiment was run
within the same day (30th October 2019, Barcelona), in the same room, and with consecutive
sessions. Participants of one group were also instructed not to interact with other
participants, and were asked to leave the room through a different door to minimize any
possible interaction. All participants were adults that signed a consent form agreeing to be
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contacted by email again in the future. In accordance with ethical standards, procedures were
approved by the institutional review board (reference 2019.264.E.OIR to AGM). Two out of
the three groups (n=76: onward#1=38, onward#2=38) viewed the tricks in the onward
sequence (trick#1 - trick#8) while the remaining group (n=41) viewed the same tricks in
backward sequence (trick#8 - trick#1). We used two onward sessions to test memory
robustness of magic tricks as well as for introducing minor modifications not addressed in this
publication (Supplementary material). Unbeknownst to the participants in advance, at the
end of the show they were given a blank sheet of paper where they had to individually and
freely recall the tricks they remembered to have just seen, under the instruction “What tricks
do you remember?”. After 10 days, they received an unexpected email asking them to list
again the tricks they remembered (80.3% answered, n=94). Another email was sent after 1.5
months (45 days, 60.7% answered, n=71) and a final one was sent 4.5 months after the show
(135 days, 44.9% answered, n=53) asking participants to list the tricks they remember. In the
online interactions, participants were explicitly asked not to check the chain of previous
emails. A schematic design of the experiment is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Figure 2. Experimental design. Total
amount of responses from participants
who viewed the onward sequence (in
blue, onward#1 + onward#2) and total
amount of responses for participants who
viewed the backward sequence (red).
Subjects were asked to report the tricks
they remembered four times: just after
the show, 10 days after, 1.5 months after
and 4.5 months after. Except for the first
one, which was done onsite, the rest of the
memory tests were carried out by email.

For the analysis, each trick was considered as a binomial variable: “remembered”- “notremembered”. We considered that a trick was “remembered” by a spectator when at least
one of its saliences was reported. A salience is defined as any concrete aspect of the
performance (prediction, travel, disappearance, plot, props used, etc.) that makes reference
unambiguously to a particular trick (see Supplementary material).
The analysis was computed with mixed logistic regressions models. We used them to evaluate
recall over time and the models fitted an intercept for each subject. For group comparisons,
we used the two-proportion z-test for groups of n=2 and the Dunn’s test correcting for
multiple comparisons for groups of n>2. Multiple comparisons tests were computed using the
statsmodel package of python, version 0.9.0. For the mixed logistic regression model, we used
the R package lme4. For all cases, ɑ=0.05.
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Results
What do people remember after a magic show? Is there any serial-position effect of the tricks
both in the short and the long-term? To answer these questions, eight different magic tricks
were specifically selected for this experiment (trick#1 - trick#8) and performed by a
professional magician in front of three groups of participants (n=117). Two groups (n=76)
viewed the tricks in the onward sequence (trick#1 - trick#8) while the remaining group viewed
the same tricks in backward sequence (trick#8 - trick#1). They freely recalled the tricks they
remembered at the end of the show, 10 days after the show (80.3% answered, n=94), 1.5
months (45 days) after (60.7% answered, n=71) and 4.5 months (135 days) after (40.7%,
n=48). This experimental design (Fig. 2) allowed us to test memory recall for different magic
tricks and look for the interaction of serial-position effects with time.
First, we evaluated the memory decay of magic tricks. We found a clear memory decay with
time (mixed logistic regression: β=-0.052, std=0.007, t=-7.31, p<0.001) when collapsing the
data by trick and session (Fig. 3). Differences between all times were found (multiple
comparison Dunn tests; except the comparison 1.5 months - 4.5 months, p=0.11). This decay
was systematic across magic tricks and sessions. Magic tricks decayed with time as standard
episodic memories but still presented significant recall after 4.5 months (t=14.33, p<0.001).
Figure 3. Memory decay. A)
Percentage of tricks recalled at
different times (mean and s.e.m).
B) Average number of tricks
remembered by each participant
at different times. Each dot
depicts an individual subject. The
box reflects the mean and the
s.e.m.. Memory decay is also
observed with this measure
(mixed linear regression: β=0.797, std.err=0.018, t=-44.8,
p<0.001).

Then, we checked the robustness of magic tricks to study memory-related effects. We
compared, trick by trick, the two groups that viewed the tricks in the onward sequence
(onward#1 and onward#2). No difference was observed (multiple comparison Dunn test) for
any tricks between the two groups, showing strong stability of the inherent memorability of
each trick. Compared to the group that viewed the same tricks in backward sequence,
statistical differences were observed for tricks #1, #3, #7 and #8 (Supl. 1 and Supl. 2).
Together, these results illustrate that tricks have a different value of intrinsic memorability
that gives a stable average of recall. The stability observed trick by trick allowed us to merge
the two groups that viewed the onward sequence and compare them with the one that
viewed the backward sequence (Supl. 3) for the coming analysis of the serial-position effect.
5

We then investigated the role of the sequence order (onward/backward) in the memorability
of each magic trick after the show. We found that sequence direction enhanced the recall of
the last trick performed (trick#8 in onward sequence and trick#1 in backward sequence). This
recency effect (Fig. 4, left) was quantified with a two-proportion z-test (trick#1: z=4.15,
p<0.001 & trick#8: z=-5.53, p<0.001). The only trick that presented differences was trick#7, in
the same direction as trick#8 (z=-2.97 & p=0.003). These results show that, for most of the
tricks, the memorability of the trick is independent of the serial-position and just depends on
intrinsic memorability (strength of the effect, hookable saliences, etc..). However, those tricks
placed at the end of the show benefit from recency effects only right after the show,
independently of its intrinsic memorability.

Figure 4. Recency effects are not maintained in the long-term. Recall for the first and the last trick (trick#1 and trick#8) of
the session with time splitted by sequence order (onward/backward). Memory gain observed just after the show (left) for
the last trick in each sequence order. This effect vanishes with time (right), resulting in significant interactions order-time
when tested with a mixed logistic regression (Supl. 4 and Supl. 5). Trick#6 is also included as an example of an intermediate
trick. Tricks in the middle that are equally maintained after 4.5 months do not present the interaction order-time (trick#6:
β=0.35, std.err=0.38, z=0.94, p=0.35).
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The previously reported short-term memory gain (recency) made us wonder how this effect
evolved with time. To evaluate that, we checked the interaction in each trick between
sequence order (onward/backward) and time (just after, 10 days and 1.5 months and 4.5
months). No interaction would imply standard monotonic decay, while an interaction would
indicate that short-term memory gains do not necessarily translate into long-term memory
gains for episodic memories. When modeling the recall (binomial) as a function of the
interaction sequence order (onward/backward) - time (after/10/45/135 days), the interaction
was significant for trick#1 and trick#8 (β=-1.07, std.err=0.4, z=-2.66, p=0.008 and β=1.27,
std.err=0.33, z=3.8, p<0.001, respectively), revealing a recency effect of position that does
not translate into long-term memory gains (Fig. 4). The detailed model can be found in Supl.
4 and Supl. 5. This analysis was dissected by saliences (Supl. 6 and Supl. 7), revealing that
order effect holds even when removing the “trick” construct. Both trick#1 and trick#8 were
significantly remembered after 4.5 months (trick#1 onward: t=2.3, p=0.02, backward: t=2.13,
p=0.03; trick#8 onward: t=5.26, p<0.001, backward: t=3.5, p<0.001). This was not the case in
trick#2, which was not significantly remembered in either session after 4.5 months (trick#2
onward: t=1.77, p=0.07, backward: t=1.46, p=0.145) nor in trick#4 (Supl. 8), whose recall for
the backward session was not significantly different from 0 (trick#4 backward: t=1.02,
p=0.31). In trick#4, we also found a significant interaction order-time (β=-1.07, std.err=0.46,
t=-2.3, p=0.02). In this trick, no differences are observed after the show (t=0.58, p=0.56), so
the interaction is driven by memory extinction instead of serial-position effects (as in trick#1
and trick#8). Besides trick#1, trick#4 and trick#8, no other trick presented the interaction
order-time. In sum, our results clearly show that long-term episodic memory was not affected
by serial-position effects. Instead, their recall depended solely on the intrinsic memorability
of each trick.

Discussion
Magic tricks are an invaluable tool to study cognitive processes in the real world (Camí et al.,
2020), such as episodic memories as we did here. In Pause et al., 2013, seven criteria are
proposed to investigate episodic memory. Surprisingly, magic tricks in the context of a real
show accomplish all seven: first, they can be tested and manipulated under laboratory
conditions. Second, they are not explicitly instructed to be memorized. Third, they have an
intrinsic emotional component. Fourth, they are a one-trial learning event. Fifth, they include:
what, where and when information. Sixth, the context of the show makes the memory test
unexpected. Finally, the test can be performed after a long retention interval with elevated
recall. Regarding the last point, we observed high rates of recall after 4.5 months. Other
studies have found significant recall in the long-term (da Costa Pinto & Baddeley, 1991; Hirst
et al., 2009) but magic tricks have less sociocultural hooks and are harder to remember (card
tricks in particular, as recently suggested by the magician Joshua Jay (Jay, 2016)). Magic tricks
are dissonant situations with no influence on our lives, so are less likely to be retrieved on a
daily basis (Steinkraus, 1979; Camí & Martínez, 2020). Regarding the strength of magic tricks
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for future memory experiments, they are complex ecological stimuli, they have minimal socio
cultural associations, minimizing the probability of sporadic retrievals, and they present
elevated maintenance in the long-term.
When addressing serial-position effects, we found recency effects just after the show that
were not maintained in the long-term. With this result, we described how serial-position
effects evolve with time when using real-world episodes. Previous studies of working memory
reported that introducing a task that demanded cognitive effort before the recall cancelled
recency effects (Postman & Phillips, 1965; Glanzer & Cunitz, 1966; Bjork & Whitten, 1974).
However, when this effect is present in recall, the gains should also be reflected in the longterm if we consider a monotonic decay of memory (Roediger & Crowder, 1976; da Costa Pinto
& Baddeley, 1991). Compared to previous studies, ours showed elevated memory recall
(Misra et al., 2018) with minimal sociocultural hooks (da Costa Pinto & Baddeley, 1991). Bjork
& Whitten, 1974 glimpsed the disappearance of serial-position effects after 24 hours, but it
was done with sequences of numbers and minimal recall. When looking at more stable
sequential memories in the long-term, as the list of presidents of the USA (Roediger &
Crowder, 1976), primacy and recency effects are reported, evidencing that naturalistic
episodic events are stored in a different way than learned sequences (Davachi & DuBrow,
2015). The results we obtained when using naturalistic stimuli points towards a model where
short-term mechanisms provide a gain to the intrinsic memorability of the trick and where
memory decay is independent of these gains and has its starting point in the intrinsic
memorability of the event. From the modeling perspective, our results propose a
reformulation of the classical monotonic decay (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968) to include the
intrinsic memorability of the events. However, larger sample sizes and more detailed delays
must be included before exploring new models of memory decay
A main limitation of our study is that participants were interrogated four times (just
after/10/45/135 days), and not just one as proposed in Pause et al., 2013. Acknowledging the
possibility of a slight anchoring effect (participants were subsequently reasked by email), the
fact that episodic memory decays lessens this concern while illustrating the suitability of
magic shows to study memory. A secondary analysis excluding the recalls 1.5 and 4.5 months
later still found the significant interaction order-time just for trick#1 and trick#8 (β=-3.87,
std.err=1.22, z=-3.17 p=0.002 and β=4.11, std.err=1.07, z=3.83, p=0.001, respectively),
indicating that the observed short-term memory gains from serial-position effects
disappeared soon after the show further suggesting no anchoring effects.
These results also have implications for the magic community. Magic theories are formulated
a posteriori (without previous hypothesis) and from subjective data (the magician evaluates
if the spectator has enjoyed the trick). This trial-and-error methodology generates many
untested theories regarding the same topic, and the order of the effects in a show is not an
exception. For attentional and theatrical purposes, the first and last trick are always supposed
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to be stronger than the rest (Giobbi, 1996; Ortiz, 1995; Tamariz, 2019). However, this
hypothesis is not extrapolable to memory, as recall decayed to baseline independently of the
order. Corroborating the idea that attentional/theatrical techniques regarding the order do
not necessarily increase memorability, no primacy effect was observed here. An important
point of the study is the style of the magician: Miguel Angel Gea (co-author and the
professional magician who carried out the show) performed with no theatrical link between
the tricks (like singers with their songs). This fact was essential to study serial-position effects,
as we wanted to avoid fomenting temporal clustering (Kahana, 1996). However, we
hypothesize that under a dramatic structure that links the tricks, different results might be
found. In this line, a proposed future experiment would be to theatrically link the tricks and
to check if this modification changes the results.
In sum, here we have experimentally demonstrated that magic is a valuable tool to study
episodic memory. Memory decay was found to be independent of short-term related memory
gains. The disappearance of this recall gain with time clearly shows that the starting point of
memory decay does not originate from the combination of short-term and long-term
mechanisms. Future memory models have to be developed to account for this intriguing
phenomena. The fact that magic tricks memorability had never been studied in a longitudinal
way (repeated observations of the same subjects) up to this point, opens up the door to
inspect other well-established memory theories. Scientists may find in magic an unexplored
avenue to study cognition in the real world.
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Supplementary material
Supplementary text: Magic tricks and remembered saliences
Spectators tend to report the recall of specific aspects of the magical effects, such as
disappearances or transpositions, as well as the way they were presented or the props used.
We refer to these concrete aspects of the performance as “saliences”. In the remainder, we
will briefly describe each trick highlighting its silences (in bold):
Trick#1: the trick starts with the magician placing an unknown blue-back card inside the box.
Then, he makes piles with the deck (red-backed) and the spectator decides which one to keep
and which one to discard. During this process, the magician makes magic tricks with every
pile, like a magical transposition between a joker and one indifferent card or changing the
color of the back of the cards. The process ends with a single card that matches the one in
the box. As encore, the magician places the blue-back card in the table and the spectator picks
a different red-back. The card magically changes to match the new selection.
Trick#2: In this trick, the spectator selects a card and returns it to the deck. The magician asks
the spectator how many opportunities (chances) is he granted to find the card. He does not
find it in the first one, but he transforms it to the selection. He pretends to explain it to the
spectator: everything is about rubbing. When you rub the card, it changes. The selected card
reappears behind the ear of the spectator. By taking the selected card and the transformed
one and rubbing them together, a coin appears in between (money). The magician makes the
card disappear and reappear again behind the spectator’s ear. Finally, a big coin appears
between the four cards. The salience of the big coin is not included in the graph because it
was used to explore the extinction of a memory. The results of the big coin will be used for
another publication. Briefly, the only difference between the onward #1 and onward #3
consisted in including a gag after the appearance of the big coin (a technician appeared from
behind the table).
Trick #3: The magician covered four coins with four cards. They magically travelled from
under the cards to finally gather together under one of them.
Trick #4: The magician presents a deck of cards and takes out its “soul”. He gives the soul of
the deck to a spectator. This one reverses one card in this imaginary deck and gives it back to
the magician. He merges the soul of the deck with the real deck and reveals that there is a
turned card that matches the one imaginary revolved by the spectator (prediction).
Trick #5: The magician presents four copper coins and one glass. First, the coins changed
material from copper to silver. Next, the four coins travelled between hands one by one to
end up in the glass. Then, they go through the table into the glass. Finally, the coins leave the
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glass one by one to end back in the magician’s hand while they change material back to
copper.
Trick #6: Three spectators take a random card from the deck. By spelling the cards, they
appear. Any card can be spelled, and it will appear, even a card from the spanish deck. In the
onward#2, the magician made a small mistake, so we decided to include it as a salience
(explain).
Trick #7: The magician presents a trick that was given to him by a good friend from the spanish
city of Granada. While reciting a poem about time, he finds the four kings of the deck. Then,
the rest of the deck turns blank. The magician places three white cards on top of each king in
four independent packets. As the poem progresses, three of the kings vanish from their
packets and assemble with the remaining one in the final packet.
Trick #8: The magician presents a deck with handwritten instructions in each card. A card is
then selected and lost in the deck. By following the instructions, the magician finds the card.
The final instruction involves the spectator shout “rise”, and the selected card rises from the
deck.
At the end of the show, participants were given a blank paper where they had to individually
freely recall the tricks they remembered under the instruction “What tricks do you
remember?”. Email responses to the same question were subsequently obtained 10, 45 and
135 days after the show. The audience's memory reports refer to specific details of each trick,
what we called saliences, and not the tricks as a whole. Assigning these saliences to each trick
is sometimes difficult and requires intimate knowledge of the magical effects and techniques
involved. To minimize any potential bias, two of the authors (DB and JC), with extensive
experience in magic, classified all the references in the raw responses in one of the 8 tricks
and shared the classifications with the other authors. If a reference was too vague to be
classified, it was included in one of the following categories: “unknown-cards” / “unknowncoins” (5.76% of all the responses). The other authors examined this preliminary sorting and
proposed their corrections. The remaining disagreements were set by the professional
magician who approved the final decision process.
The distribution of the data was binomial for each trick: 1 (remembered) and 0 (notremembered). The analysis of this variable was computed with mixed logistic regressions
models. We used them to evaluate memory decay over time and the models fitted an
intercept for each subject. For group comparisons, we used the two-proportion z-test for
groups of n=2 and the Dunn’s test correcting for multiple comparisons for groups of n>2.
Multiple comparisons tests were computed using the statsmodel package of python, version
0.9.0. For the mixed logistic regression model, we used the R package lme4. In all cases,
ɑ=0.05.
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After careful inspection, one of the authors (DB) predefined a list of words that were found
specific for each salience. We then used an algorithm to find those key words in the memory
reports and assign each salience to only one of the eight magic tricks. The memorability of
each salience was conducted separately in the onward and backward conditions, using z-tests
for onward vs backward comparisons.

Supplementary figures and tables

Supl. 1. Percentage of recall per
trick in each session across
time. All three times are
reported and a systematic
decay
with
time
is
systematically observed for
most of the tricks. We can
observe inner memorability for
each trick that is stable across
sessions. The recency effect is
clear by comparing the trick#8
in the onward conditions with
the trick#8 in the backward
condition. The same effect
occurs in
trick#1
when
comparing backward with the
onward sessions (error bars
depict s.e.m.). High rates of
recall are observed after 135
days. The intermediate tricks
were essential to give the
impression of a complete and
realistic magic show. We want
to highlight that each trick has
its
inner
memorability:
depending on the strength of
the effect, memorability is
higher or lower, suggesting that
intermediate
effects
still
conserve their independence.
Besides, they show the typical
memory decay with time
consistently across sessions,
contributing to the robustness
of magic tricks as valid
methodological elements to
study episodic memory.
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Supl. 2. Session comparison. Memory stability in onward session for all tricks. Differences were just found with backward
session. Results collapsed by time. Multiple comparison Dunn test (p1-2: onward#1- backward, p1-3: onward#1-onward#2,
p2-3: backward-onward#2) reveals significant difference for trick#1 (p1-3=0.687 p1-2=0.016, p2-3=0.005), for trick#3 (p13=0.438, p1-2=0.041, p2-3=0.205), for trick#7 (p1-3=0.607, p1-2<0.001, p2-3=0.001) and for trick#8 (p1-3=0.301, p1-2=0.027,
p2-3=0.242). Critically, no difference was found between onward#1 and onward#2 in any trick. All differences found were
with backward sequence.
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Supl. 3. Percentage of recall per trick in onward/backward. Onward graph was obtained by collapsing the results from
onward#1 and onward#2. Backward is the same as in Supl. 1. We modeled the recall of each trick as a function of time*order.
The only tricks that presented significant interaction were trick#1, trick#4 and trick#8 (Fig. 4 and Supl. 8).
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Supl. 4. Model for recall of trick#1. Significant interaction sequence order with time. Trick#1 is more recalled in the backward
sequence, as it is presented as the last one. The difference just after the show vanishes with time, leading to a significant
interaction.

Supl. 5. Model for recall of trick#8. Significant interaction sequence order with time. Trick#8 is more recalled in the onward
sequence, as it is presented as the last one. The difference just after the show vanishes with time, leading to a significant
interaction.
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Supl. 6. Analysis of saliences of trick#1 to trick#4. Recall of the saliences in each trick. The recall is normalized by the total
amount of saliences per trick. Regarding trick#1, three saliences presented significant differences between the onward and
background sessions, with higher values for the backward session (box: t=-2.45, p=0.014, piles: t=-4.11, p<0.001, color: t=
-2.13, p=0.033). Critically, these differences were only present after the trick (left), and not from 10 days up to 135 days after
(center and right).
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Supl. 7. Analysis of saliences of trick#5 to trick#8. Saliences recall in each trick. The recall is normalized by the total amount
of saliences per trick. Regarding trick#5, the salience material presented significant difference between the onward and the
backward sessions in all first three times (t1: t=3.1, p=0.002, t2: t=3.1, p=0.002, t3: t=2.2, p=0.029) but not in the last recall.
In trick#8, two silences presented a significant difference between the onward and the backward session, just in t1
(instructions: t=4.83, p<0.001 and rise: t=2.063, p=0.039). Critically, higher recall was observed for onward sessions.
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Supl. 8. Tricks extinguished after 4.5 months. In trick#2, the memory is extinguished after 4.5 months for both the onward
and backward session. In these plots, the error bars is a 95% CI to illustrate there is no difference with 0 (in the rest of the
plots the CI is the s.e.m). In trick#4, this extinction occurs just in the backward session. Therefore, the interaction order-time
emerges (β=-1.07, std.err=0.46, t=-2.3, p=0.02).

***
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